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CODES:  
 NC - Nation NC  TB - Torch Bearers 
 HC - Haylushka NC  TT - Tom-Tom Beater 
 MM - MM  MSH - Meshenewa 
 FNCs - Former Nation NCs 
(All participants must be accompanied by their daughters.) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SETTING:  Tom Tom beater beats slow soft beat.  
  
 Old Braves and princesses have already formed a circle around the Council Fire; 

princesses standing in front of the big braves.  
 
 There is total silence save the beating of the Tom Tom.  
 
 The inductees enter the Council area forming an inner circle, followed by the 

torchbearers who assume the four points of the compass and as guards behind the 
NC.  

 
 Once all is in readiness, the Tom Tom beater ends with a single loud beat. 
 
 NC then steps forward. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
NC:  (Makes opening comments, and cues the MM to start the fire lighting ceremony.) 
 
MM:  (Prays to the Great Spirit and fire lighting.) 
 
TT:  (Slow, soft beating.) 
 
MSH:  Hear us, Oh Nation Chief (Tom Tom beater stops) 
 
NC:  Who speaks? 
 
MSH:  It is I, (HC’s Indian Name), speaking for a number of braves and princesses who 

have heard the call of the Great Spirit. 
 
NC:  All of you step forward. Proceed (HC’s Indian Name). 
 
MSH:  These braves and princesses have seen the ways of the Native Dads & Daughters 

Program and wish to become members of the Chickasaw Nation. 
 
NC:  It is well! 
 
TT:  (Slow, soft beating.) 
 
MM:  Gitchie Manitou, Great Spirit, Master of Life, in the spirit of council, peace and 

brotherhood we ask you to be with us and take part in our ceremony. Noonway 
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NC:  Soon to be members, here in the lodge of the four winds, you will learn of the 
things you must do to be worthy members of the Native Dads & Daughters 
Program. You will also learn what you must give up if you want to be warmed 
before the Council Fire of the Great Spirit. The winds that roam the world will tell 
you what they have seen in all the tribes, the qualities that make a good Native 
Princess. Let the voice of the Tom Tom call the North Wind – KABIBONKA 

 
TT:  (4 loud beats.) 
 
Kabibonka: (Father and Daughter both step forward toward the council fire. As he speaks, 

Kabibonka dramatically waves his torch) 
 
 I am Kabibonka, the North Wind. I am strong. I do Great things. From my lodge I 

see the beaver hard at work, working always together, and I tell you that the way 
to be strong is to do your part always, to help others, and never to shirk duty. 
Then your lodges will always be filled with happiness. 

 
NC:  So speaks the North Wind. Now let the Tom Tom summon Shawondasse, the 

South Wind. 
 
TT: (6 loud beats.) 
 
Shawondasse: (follow same procedure as Kabibonka) 
 
 I am Shawondasse, the South Wind. I am the warm wind, the bearer of love. On 

the winds I carry laughter, and I tell you that the way to bring happiness is to love 
your family, even as it tells you in the ritual – to love the sacred circle of your 
family, so you may always live together in peace and honor. 

 
NC:  So speaks Shawondasse. Now let the Tom Tom call to Wabun, the East Wind. 
 
TT: (8 loud beats.) 
 
Wabun:  (follow same procedure as Kabibonka) 
 
 I am Wabun, the East Wind. I am the one that blows from the lodge of the sunrise. 

With me comes the life giving sunshine of the Great Spirit, the Master of Life. 
Just as every living thing must have the sun to live, I tell you that every good 
brave and princess must recognize the importance of the Great Spirit, and do only 
those things, which will be acceptable in his sight. 

 
NC:  So speaks Wabun, and now let the Tom Tom call Kabeyun, the West Wind. 
 
TT: (10 loud beats.) 
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Kabeyun: (follow same procedure as Kabibonka) 
 
 I am Kabeyum, the West Wind. I am the father of all winds because I live in the 

sunset land where the day has grown old. And I tell you that everything that lives 
must change. Small princesses will become braver, and this is as it should be; if 
they remember that good Y Indian Princesses are Friends always, father and 
daughter, for not even the four winds are as strong as a man and daughter standing 
together. 

 
TT: (10 loud beats – then returns to soft, steady beats as the four winds return to their 

original places.) 
 
NC:  Brothers and sisters, you have heard the great spirits of the world tell you of those 

things that will bring happiness and good to your wigwams. But it is not possible 
to achieve these things unless both father and daughter are willing to make 
sacrifices. 

 
MM:  (As he talks, the MM walks in front of the new braves, and his daughter hands out 

the corn kernels to the father inductees) 
 
 Fathers, I know each of you has the best interests of your daughter at heart, or you 

would not be here tonight. But there is one trait of character that may ruin your 
success as a Native Dad. This is SELFISHNESS. When your princess wants you 
to spend time with her, you must find time. The years go by quickly, and it will 
not be long that they will be asking this of you. I am going to ask each of you to 
sacrifice this trait so that you can work with your daughter as a true Indian Brave 
should. Big Braves, if you are willing to do this, step forward and drop your 
sacrifice in the fire to show that you are willing to burn selfishness out of you 
heart, and put THOUGHTFULNESS in its place.  

  
 (MM leads the way by dropping his kernel in the fire) 
 
TT:  (loud beats as the fathers put their kernels in the fire –  then returns to soft, steady 

beats.) 
 
MM:  (As before, only this time his daughter hands the corn to the little princess) 
 
 Little Princesses, you have seen your fathers ready to sacrifice selfishness. This 

means that they have resolved to find time to do things with you. But that does 
not mean that they will always do things when and where you want them to. You 
must have PATIENCE. Little Princesses step forward and drop your sacrifice in 
the fire to burn impatience out of your heart and replace it with 
THOUGHTFULNESS. (MM’s DAUGHTER this time leads the way by dropping 
her corn in the fire.)  

 
TT:  (loud beats as the little princesses put their kernels in the fire –  then returns to 

soft, steady beats.) 
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NC:  Are all new braves and princesses now ready for induction? 
MSH:  O Nation Chief, my brothers and sisters are ready. 
 
NC:  It is well. (At this point, the NC instructs the new braves and princesses in the 

induction position: facing each other, holding their right hands, left hand on their 
shoulders – Dads may want to kneel).  

 
 Braves and Princesses, the position you have now assumed has a meaning. The 

right hand clasp denotes the close relationship of father and daughter. The hands 
on the shoulders denote the unity of our nation.  

 
 Now repeat the pledge with me:  
 
NC &  
Inductees: We, father and daughter - pledge ourselves to observe all the aims of the Native 

Dads & Daughters – and to foster the companionship of father and daughter – in 
teepee, village and tribe – under the four winds of heaven.  

 
 All braves and princesses, let us repeat the slogan of the Native Dads & 

Daughters. 
 
NATION:  Friends Always! 
 
TT:  (Slow, soft beating.) 
 
MM:  Braves and princesses, you have indeed heard the call of Gitchie Manitou, and 

have learned well the aims and ideals of Native Dads & Daughters. The 
comradeship that you seek is true comradeship of father and daughter. 

 
NC:  My brothers and sisters, I welcome you to the Chickasaw Nation of the Algonquin 

Federation. As you continue in this program, think often about what you have 
heard tonight, and strive always to practice these ideals. NOONWAY! 

 


